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1 132296
Mobility and 

Exchange

International 
cooperation 

projects

Performative 
art

International 
Artil Project

Public Organization "All-
Ukrainian Association 
"Contemporary Dance 

Platform"

International Artil Project effectuates an integration of contemporary 
dance communities of Ukraine, Austria and Poland through the common 

creative work of young and experienced choreographers as well as 
related professionals.

We provide to graduates a way of development in contemporary dance 
area — an opportunity to create a professional work in frames of a highly 

organized international structure of coaching and mentorship, during 
creative residencies.

As a result, each of the choreographers-participants creates a 
performance. The program will be shown in Ukraine, Austria and Poland.

05.06.2019 15.10.2019
Berdychiv, Kyiv, 

Lublin (Poland), Linz 
(Austria)

2 000 000,00  

2 110086
Mobility and 

Exchange
Individual 
Projects

Culture 
heritage

Nine lives of 
traditions

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION 
«CHARITY FOUNDATION 
«KHARKIV WITH YOU»

The idea of the project:
- to hold All-Ukrainian seminar in Kharkiv on the exchange of experience 

in studying, preservation and interpretation (popularization) of the 
peculiarities of regional traditions of Ukrainian culture of different 

regions, where the Memorandum on further cooperation will be signed;
- to publish the modern art-book "Slobozhansky clothing";

- to participate in the 26th BookForum, Lviv, where to present the results 
of the seminar and the art-book "Slobozhansky clothing"

01.07.2019 31.10.2019 Kharkiv 326 152,01  

3 111800
Mobility and 

Exchange
Individual 
Projects

Visual art

NVAIR – 
International 

Art 
Residencies 
Exchange 

Program for 
youth artists

Congress of Cultural 
Activists

International Art Residence Exchange Program for youth artists – project 
based on Nazar Voitоvich Art Residence (NVAIR), is called to develop a 

network of international partnerships of institutions to develop 
opportunities for Ukrainian young artists to gain experience in 

international projects and to create a positive image of Ukrainian art and 
Ukraine as a whole abroad.  The objectives of the program are to 

increase the competitiveness of Ukrainian art in the world art market, to 
create successful exhibition projects, to develop artistic practices for the 

development of locations.

07.06.2019 30.10.2019
Travneve, Ternopil, 
Freizing (Germany)

472 360,00  

Dates of project realization

REGISTRY of winner projects for the LOTs 2 and 3 
of the programme Trainings. Exchanges. Residencies. Debuts.



4 110676
Mobility and 

Exchange
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

Creative 
intensive of 

circus art 
«STAR 

BRIDGES»

Municipal institution "Palace 
of Culture" Khortytsky "

The creative intensive "STAR BRIDGES" is 20 master classes in 4 kinds of 
circus art at once in 6 locations within 3 days with a grand final concert 

from the intensive lecturers and circus studios of the city. 
In addition to the master classes, every day in each of the locations there 

will be free communications between the participants of the intensive 
and the teachers - the exchange of experience and contacts, useful 

questions and answers, information and new acquaintances in a friendly 
professional atmosphere.

01.08.2019 31.10.2019 Zaporizhzhia 365 466,80  

5 112448
Mobility and 

Exchange
Individual 
Projects

Literature and 
Publishing

Traveling 
poetic library 

space A+

Public Institution «Chernihiv 
Regional Universal Scientific 
Library of  V.G. Korolenka»

One of the problems of Chernihiv Oblast and the whole Ukraine is the 
absence of free spaces for realization of the potential of poets. 

The main goal of the project is the popularization of the work of 
Ukrainian poets of Siveria. To develop their potential, we need to gather 

bigger audience and get new contacts. Also we will organize cultural 
activities for local citizens.    

To reach the goal of the project our team will organize poetic readings 
out of the city. And we will publish the collection of poetry which will be 

presented by the authors during the meetings.

10.06.2019 16.09.2019
Chernihiv, Nizhyn, 

Pryluky, Novhorod-
Siverskii

150 167,13  

6 112680
Mobility and 

Exchange
Individual 
Projects

Visual art
Ukrainian Art 

to NordArt 
2019

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATION «PERFECT 

ART GROUP»

Within the framework of the project “Ukrainian Art to NordArt 2019” five 
Ukrainian artists will take part in one of the largest exhibitions of 

contemporary art in Europe "NordArt", which will be held in Germany in 
the summer.  This year around 200 artists from all over the world have 

been invited to participate in NordArt.  This event, which will contribute 
to the development of intercultural dialogue, the establishment of new 

partnership, as well as to the presentation and popularization of 
Ukrainian art in international discourse.

01.06.2019 31.10.2019
Budelsdoerf 

(Germany), Kyiv
405 158,36  

7 140920 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

i-Reflections 
Lab: 

Personality in 
Media Space

National Union of Theatre 
Artists of Ukraine

The idea of the project is to run a laboratory for video artists and 
operators working with movement and dance, and actors interested in 

using media technologies in performing arts. Within the project, 
participants will learn how to work with video and photography 

techniques, visual content and motion tracking technology, and create 
their own media installations and media performances on various topics 

related to digital representation of a personality. As a result, an open 
performance of the participants will be held during the interactive media 

exhibition "i-Reflections".

15.06.2019 31.10.2019 Kyiv 447 201,00



8 140205 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Visual art

International 
artist 

residency 
“Residents of 

Universe”

NGO Alumni Association, 
teachers and friends of the 

V.N. Karazin Kharkiv 
National University

Collaboration of institutions from Ukraine, Germany, Lithuania, Poland, 
Spain and UK. Artists are elected for participation in the residency 
through open call, which will be held at the Karazin University in 

September-October 2019. The format of the residency is based on the 
collaboration of the artist with the University's departments: Museum of 

Archeology, Nature, University History, Library, Botanical Garden, 
Observatory. This is a study, gaining new knowledge and experience and 

creating work. The works of artists are exhibited precisely in the 
subdivision where they worked within 30 days.

29.05.2019 31.10.2019 Kharkiv 494 960,00

9 141083 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Culture 
heritage

SOUND iD * 
Volodymyr 

Perzhylo 
heritage

Interdisciplinary center of 
Art and Culture 

Development "Dream 
Projects"

Project with International program of artistic residences for researchers 
and media artists (Ukraine, Poland, Belarus, Slovakia) provides the 

creation of:
new-media art online exposition,

theoretical essays,
open sourcdigital media archive,

4 public program presentations (Lviv, Kiev, Bibrka),
research, digitization and dissemination of inf. on media materials from 

folklore expeditions by researcher V.Perzhilo in the Volga region (RF) and 
Donetsk, Luhansk (UKR). With ukrainian linguistics colors (interviews) and 

folklore (songs, music) of ethnic groups from Ukraine (e.g. 
Lemkivshchyna).

10.06.2019 10.09.2019 Kyiv, Lviv, Bibirka 487 536,00

10 142593 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

Kharkiv 
Theater 

Residence/Blu
e Bird:return

The «New Stage Center for 
Contemporary Art », NGO

Association of professional artists, musicologists and art managers; 
directing and artistic conceptualization,branding, preparation for stage 

production of a musical performance by M.Meterlink.The libretto, music, 
castings, rehearsal sessions, music studies of I.Sats,the first composer of 

the modern drama theater,author of the music for "Blue 
Bird"performance (MKhT,dir.K.Stanislavsky,1908),researcher of 

Ukrainian and Jewish ethnics,are being created.The results of the project 
will be presented in the form of literary and musical materials,a series of 

thematic presentations and open performance

31.05.2019 30.10.2019 Kharkiv 498 826,00

11 152696 Residencies
National 

cooperation 
projects

Performative 
art

Creative 
residence 
«Dance 

Explorers»

NGO "Cultural and Artistic 
Agency" Brama "

Creative residence "Dance Explorers" is an intensive choreography camp 
for modern-jazz, contemporary, ballroom dance and those who want to 

become them. For the first time in Ukraine a cam opens all the vectors of 
the stage movement. 

Coaches (preview): Angelik Meyer (France), Austin Joson (USA), Nino 
Dzneladze (USA), Maggie Bogart (France), Ghislain de Compreignac 

(France), Glasncheider Andrew (Ukraine, Kiev), Radu Poklitaru (Ukraine, 
Kiev),  Plotnikova Irina (Ukraine, Kiev), Kosovich Yuriy (Ukraine), Vasyl 

Sheremeta (Ukraine), Dmitry Pozovny (Ukraine, Kiev), Olesya Shlyakhtich 
(Ukraine, Kyiv)

07.06.2019 09.09.2019 Sokil, kyiv 1 498 052,00



12 142638 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Culture 
heritage

TARTAKIV & 
TARTAK

Charity Fund “Sophos”

The Pototsky and Urban Palace in Tartakiv  (Lviv region), monument of 
architecture and landscape art of national value (19th ct.), today is 

informational isolation and under the threat of physical destruction. The 
project envisages  organization of  summer camp - residence with 50 

volunteers with experience in the field of  cultural heritage preservation 
in order to take care of palace and territory, organize open-air exhibition 
space demonstrating the results of scientific research, and creating a new 

tourist destination - TARTAKIV. In this way, we want to demonstrate to 
society and the profe

10.06.2019 09.09.2019 Tartakiv 477 507,84

13 140988 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

Wild Kaydash
FOP Klimov Oleksandr 

Sergiyovich

A creative team of "Wild theatre" settled 10 days in the Ukrainian village. 
The plot of the legendary Ukrainian play by I.Nechuy-Levytsky 

"Kaidasheva family" will be taken as the foundation for creative searches. 
However, thanks to the immersion in the surrounding environment, it is 

the modern village - there will be a rethinking of existing images that 
have become classic, new motivations of the heroes will be found, and 

the story will receive unexpected turns. In these conditions, Natalia 
Vorozhbit will write the new  play, and we show it in village club and then 

in Kyiv

01.07.2019 01.10.2019 Sorokotiaga, Kyiv 496 000,00

15 152576 Residencies
National 

cooperation 
projects

Visual art

Art Residence 
and Kaniv 

International 
Sculpture 

Symposium 
ChervoneChor

ne

Limited Liability Company 
«Kaniv-Partnership»

The Art Residence and the Kaniv International Sculptural Symposium 
"ChervoneChorne" are projects of the “ChervoneChorne” artistic 

association that contributes to the promotion of contemporary art in 
Ukraine, explores its interrelations, forms the new image of Ukraine 

through cooperation with international artists. World class artists live and 
work annually in Kaniv where they have a possibility to implement their 
projects. This year, ChervoneChorne represents three projects: "By The 

River" and "Valuable things" - in painting and "Verges" - in sculpture.

01.06.2019 31.10.2019 Kaniv 1 498 686,00

16 142467 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

Development 
of Rizoma 

Artistic 
Residency  (the 

city of 
Berdychiv)

Social organization “Creative 
association “RIZOMA”

Our goal is to turn Rizoma Art Studio into a multi-disciplinary year-round 
creative residency of an international level. To do this, we will create a 

media platform. We will inform our target audience about what the 
residency Rizoma is, what programs are offered, how to take part.
In frames of the project, we will hold two events — the children's 

residency and Circus Arts  Festival — and will host two creative 
residencies: "American Dance Festival" program and "International Artil 

Project».
By following these events, the PR team will form the media content of 

the informational platform.

05.06.2019 15.10.2019
Berdychiv, Kyiv, 

Lublin (Poland), Linz 
(Austria)

488 330,52



17 140636 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Culture 
heritage

«Together»
Non-governmental 

organization «Alem»

We plan to host a week-long summer residence in the city of Kosiv for  
masters of applied art, who practice the Crimean Tatar ornament Ornek 

in their work. The project name "Together" symbolizes our aspirations. In 
the residence, the 20 masters of Ornek from Crimea and the mainland 

Ukraine and the 10 masters of Kosiv ceramics, who are concerned about 
the development and popularization of the Crimean Tatar and Ukrainian 

intangible cultural heritage, will form a unified vision of efforts on 
protection of elements of the intangible cultural heritage and build 

intercultural dialogue

01.06.2019 31.08.2019 Kosiv 400 100,00

18 142678 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Performative 
art

Theatrical 
residence 
“Memory. 

Identity. Us”

First Ukrainian theatre for 
children and youth

The First Theater invites Romanian director Cosmin Matei to the 
theatrical residence. The program includes a workshop-training for actors 

under the guidance of Mr Matei. He is going to teach participants 
methods of a devised theater. Subsequently, a group of actors will co-
create a theatrical performance highlighting the important social and 

cultural issues. The director will focus on the construction of a personal 
sense of belonging (or alienation) to collective identities in social, political 

and cultural confrontations of modern Ukrainian society.

21.06.2019 30.10.2019 Lviv 382 227,00

19 142504 Residencies
Individual 
Projects

Visual art

Contemporary 
Art 

Department at 
Kmуtiv 

Museum

Kmytiv Museum of Fine Arts 
named after Joseph 

Bukhanchuk

Work of Contemporary Art Department at Kmуtiv Museum is based on 
the idea that modern art can be interpreted tool for understanding art 

from the 20th century, to which the museum is dedicated. We will 
regularly invite artists to residence (at this stage we have 10 people) from 
different countries to work in the museum (from 3 to 10 days optional). 
Each artist will create his or her own "gesture reference" (art reflection) 
to museum's collection, and will be exhibited together in the museum 

and will be presented to the museum collection.

10.06.2019 31.10.2019 Kmytiv, Kharkiv 442 900,00


